Press – Conscious Music by Lamia of the Pool
Conscious is a modern adaptation of the
Greek Mythological story of Icarus. Icarus
being the story of a young man trapped on
the Island of Crete with his father Daedalus.
To escape the island Daedalus creates a pair
of wings out of wax for Icarus to fly off the
island. Icarus is given these wings from his
father but with a warning. Daedalus warns
his son that although these wings will be
able to make him fly, not to get over
ambitious and fly to high. For the intense
rays of the sun will melt the wings and cause
Icarus to fall to his death. Icarus takes the
wings and uses them to fly off the island but
decides to ignore the warning his father gave
him and tries to fly higher. As a result the
wings melt and Icarus plummets to his
doom.
Conscious takes this over layering theme of
a failed ambition and builds a refreshed and
more contemporary version of the story.
Icarus now lives in Los Angeles, CA, a city
that is highly over populated and full of pollution. Often the local beaches will be closed
due to contaminated waters. Man made fires will destroy the habitats of local wildlife
along with the ever-growing industrial machine that keeps forcing wild life out of their
homes. With so much chaos, Icarus is confined to a workshop where he builds birdcages.
One day Icarus is visited by a supernatural being called the Shade, who attempts to
convince Icarus to come back with him to the higher power of the One Who Sees.
Icarus conflicted with his connection to society and his feelings for his one true
love, resists the Shade’s proposal. The Shade then tries a different tactic and forces
images into Icarus’ head of the evils of humanity. However, it is the heartbreak Icarus
suffers from his love leaving him that is the final push to make Icarus want to get away.
Icarus not wanting to go with the Shade but instead builds wings with the plan to fly
away from the Shade and society. Icarus attempts to fly with these wings by running to
the top of the building of his workshop and jumping from the edge. For a brief second he
truly believes he will fly but then reality kicks in and Icarus is pulled down to his ultimate
demise.

This short music film was created to satisfy the visual needs of a cinephile.
Produced and shot by Iron Road Productions with multiple camera systems including the
RED One, Red Scarlet, Canon 5D and 7D and a GoPro. It uses many visual styles such as
a Steadicam, small crane shots, a matrix shot (also known as a dodging bullets shot) and
even a helicopter aerial shot. Director C.S. Chandler says, “This was the largest scaled
film I as a director have ever created. I have a rule when I direct, that I go big or I don’t
do it all. So when I was working on the story with the band Lamia of the Pool I knew
there had to be some element of flying in it. Thus the helicopter was brought in, and I
wanted to do something that not a lot of my peers have done for their short films

C.S. Chandler is constantly looking at new ways to challenge himself. The biggest
challenge for this film was the matrix shot. With 12 Canon cameras from various friends,
crew members, and 3rd parties, production set them in a parameter around lead actor
Patrick Hampton, to get the full
circular movement while seeing the
character frozen in air just before he
falls to his death. Production took
5 days, filming in multiple locations
around Los Angeles, the main
location being a warehouse where a
set was built for the workshop.
The film stars the up and
coming actor Patrick Hampton
alongside, Jeremy Shelton from
Steven Spielberg’s film
Amistad (1997) and featuring
Lucine Fyelon from the hit TV series Glee. Most of the funding was obtained through the
crowdsourcing website Kickstarter. Production raised $6,150, which was 30% more than
what the original goal of $4,000. The production team is eternally thankful that so many
people have been dedicated to this project.
Since its completion, the video has been a success over the film festival circuit.
Being accepted to the Speechless Film Festival in Minnesota, The Indie Gathering
Internation Film Festival and Convention where the video took home the award for Best
Rock Music Video, IndieFest Film Awards winning the prestigious Award of Merit and
was a semi-finalist in the Caribbean Film Festival and Market. C.S. Chandler stats, “I
hope for this video to be seen by as many people as possible, so that it can inspire more
great music and storytelling.” You can see more of C.S. Chandler and Iron Road
Productions on Twitter by IronRoadProds and Instagram by the same handle, as well as
on Facebook by www.facebook.com/ironroadproductions.

